Overview

Developing An UST

- NAEPC Tribes unsatisfied with EPA Contractors
- Tribal Concerns brought to Regional Tribal Operations Committee
- EPA Responded by offering the Tribes opportunity to form a Coalition similar to Washoe Tribe
- NAEPC Board Members decided to utilize NAEPC as an existing Coalition through a resolution
- Using Washoe as a template NAEPC fast-tracked process

*NAEPC DOES NOT REPRESENT TRIBES NOR SPEAK FOR TRIBES*
EPA provided the requirements for federal credentialing

NAEPC Credentialing Agreement still in process a year later

EPA provides limited funding for ¼ time employee

County will provide 80 hours of actual training

Credential anticipated in October 2013 end of first year of funding.

*NAEPC DOES NOT REPRESENT TRIBES NOR SPEAK FOR TRIBES*
NAEPC Closing Remarks

40 hour Hazwoper Training September 9-13, 2013

Questions?
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!